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A. INTRODUCTION 
In a recent work (cf. [4]) the author introduced a variational formalism 
in order to characterize the quasi-periodic orbits of a hamiltonian system 
as the critical points of a functional defined on a Banach space of almost 
periodic functions as defined by Harald Bohr. For a given integer k 2 0, let 
APk(R”) denote the space of functions from R into R” which are, as also 
all their derivatives until order k, almost periodic (cf. [S]). If o = 
(WI 7 w2, . . . . wS) is a list of s real numbers which are Z-linearly independants, 
QPk(w, R”) is the linear subspace of APk(R”) of all the functions with a 
Z-module of frequencies generated by o. Hence an element of QPk(w, R”) 
is a quasi-periodic function in the sense of Bohl and Esclangon (cf. [9, 
p. 473). As it is known (e.g., cf. [S]), equipped with the norm of uniform 
convergence, these spaces are Banach spaces. Let E be either APk(R”) or 
QPk(o, R”) with k > 1, and let L E Ck(R” x R”; R). We define the following 
functional @: E + R 
B(x) := mn( L(x, i)} 
and consider the following problem of Calculus of Variations in Mean 
(Pr) find x E E that minimizes @ on E 
or more generally: 
(Pz) find the extremals of @ in E. 
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In [4] it was proved that Q’(x) =0 is equivalent to x is an almost 
periodic solution of the Euler-Lagrange equation 
U-G a) = f L.,(x, 2). 
In particular, the following Maupertuis’ Principle in Mean has been 
established: if (T denotes the standard symplectic operator in R” x R”, if 
HE C2(R” x R”, R), then the quasi-periodic orbits of hamiltonian system 
(sj) 1= aH’(z) are exactly the critical points of the functional J defined 
by J(z) :=9X{+ 02 .z + H(z)}. Hence, similarly to Clarke (cf. [6]) 
and Ekeland (cf. [S, 21) we may formulate a Principle of Dual Least 
Action to the effect that the critical points of the functional 
I(w) :=YJq$ af . z + H*( -~2)) are related to quasi-periodic orbits of (6). 
(H* denotes the Fenchel conjugate of H.) 
B. DUBOIS-REYMOND'S LEMMA 
In this section we improve the above mentioned result of [4] by the 
analogue of the Dubois-Reymond lemma: 
THEOREM 1. Let E be *either AP’(R”) or QP’(o; R”), let LE 
C’(R”xR”, R”) and let @: E-R, Q(x) :=W{L(x, a)}. For XE E, if 
W(x) = 0 then the function t H L&x(t), a( t )) is continuously differentiable 
on R andfor all teR 
LAX(t), -f(t)) =f L,(x(t), i(t)). 
It seems to me quite improbable that the method of the classical (boun- 
dary values) case might be extended to our almost periodic case and used 
to establish this result. We proceed by a radically different way using the 
almost periodic distributions of Schwartz (cf. [ 16, p. 2061). First, we 
specify some notations. 9(R) is the space of infinitely differentiable 
functions with compact support from R into R, its topological dual 9’(R) 
is the space of real distributions, and ( ., . ) stands for the bracket of 
duality between these two locally convex topological vector spaces; the 
letter D denotes the operator of distributional derivative. A distri- 
bution TEE’ is said to be almost periodic if it may be written as 
T= C:Z’=o D’f,, with f, E AP’(R”). 
Following [16] we denote by 99;, the vector space of almost periodic 
distributions. We can remark that if f EAP’(R)n C’(R, R), then f is not 
necessarily an almost periodic function (because it need not necessarily be 
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uniformly continuous, cf. [3, p. 61) but it is always an almost periodic 
distribution. We recall that the operator of the mean 9X: APO(R) + R can 
be extended to a linear operator on Wb, (cf. [ 16, p. 2061). 
PROPOSITION 1. If T E B;, then ‘$A { DT} = 0. 
Proof: First, if f E APO(R), then Df E gkp. Let (aj),., , be a Dirac 
sequence in 9(R). Then we have !VI{ Df} = limi, co YJI{ Df * aj} (the star * 
is the convolution product); but Df * aj = D(f * tlj) = (f * aj)’ and 
Df * aj &P’(R) (cf. [16, p. 2061); so 
foz{Df* Uj} = Jirnm kT/y,Df* ai dt 
= )rnm &[rT (f * aj)’ (t) dr 
because f * aj E APO(R) and consequently f * aj is bounded on R, and 
therefore ‘9.R { Df } = 0. 
Now if TE s#&,, then 
‘!JJl{DT} =jlima !lR{DT* aj} =jlima !JJl{D(T* aj)} 
as T * aj E APO(R), by the mentioned argument above one has 
%X{D(T* a,)} =0, so !JJl{DT} =O. [ 
Remark. For T=C:=, D”fv, withf, EM’(R), this result allows us to 
define the mean of the almost periodic distribution T as !JJI( T) = 9Jl{ fo}. 
PROPOSITION 2. Zf T E Bhp and $ E AP’(R) =: Bpp then 
)IJ1{~~DT} = -!Vi(&T). 
Proof We have that 4. TE.%~,, (cf. [16, p. 2061) and, by Proposition 1, 
!JJl{D(~T)}=O. But D(qbT)=+DT+&T (cf. [16, p. 1201). qb.DT, 
ATE WL* imply, in view of the linearity of the mean operator, the equality 
O=‘lX{qbDT+&T}=~{qbDT}+%N{~~T}. 1 
Proof of Theorem 1. By hypothesis, L is Frechet-C’ on R” x R”, then 
(cf. [4]) the Niemytski operator from E into APO(R): x( .) H L(x( .), i(e)) 
is Frechet-C’ and so for every h E E 
Q’(x). h = !Ul{ L,( x, i) . h + L,(x, i) .I?}. 
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Define q(t) :=,5,(x(t), J(t)) and p(t) := L,(x(t), a(t)), then q, p E AP’(R”) 
and in terms of the coordinate system P(x) = 0 becomes 
i W{q,-h,+p,-&,)=O, forall h, ,..., ~,,EE. 
k=l 
Wetixkbetweenl andn.Ifh,=Oforj#k,thenO=!JJI{q,~h,+p,~~,}= 
m{q, .hk} +m{p, &}. By PrOpOSitiOn2, m{p, ‘i$} = -m{hk .Dp,}, 
so that !JJI{ h, (qk - Dp,)} = 0 for all h, E E. In the sequel, n denotes R 
when E= AP’(R”) and the Z-module generated by o when E= 
QP’(o; R”). Taking successively hk(t) = cos At, and hk(f) = sin At one 
obtains 
for all 1 E A. In other terms, all the Fourier coefficients of (qk - Dpk) are 
equal to zero. This fact implies (cf. [ 16, p. 2081) that qk - Dpk = 0; 
therefore Dp, = qk and pk is continuously differentiable (cf. [ 16, p. 54]), 
and qk = ik. As the choice of the index k was arbitrary, q is of class C’ and 
q = 8, i.e., L,(x(t), i(t)) = (d/df) L&x(t), z(t)). 1 
C. LEGENDRE’S CONDITION 
We make here a first incursion into the field of the Second Variation of 
variational problems in mean; we limit our study to the one-dimensional 
setting. 
THEOREM 2. Let E be AP’(R) or QP’(o; R), let E be equipped with the 
C’-norm, L E C2(R x R, R) and let @: E -+ R, D(x) := ‘iW{ L(x, i)}. If x E E 
realizes a local minimum of @ then, for all t E R, one has 
L.&(t), i(t)) > 0. 
Proof Here /i is always R when E= Al”(R) and the Z-module 
generated by o when E = QP’(w; R). Because L is FrCchet-C2 on R x R, @ 
is Frbchet-C2 on E and for x, h, k E E one has 
G”(x) (h, k) = !Jll{ L,,(x, a) hk + L,Jx, .f) h& 
+ L-+,(x, a) hk + L,,(x, X) I%}. 
By a standard argument of Differential Calculus, as x realizes a local 
minimum of @, one has @“(x)(h, h) 2 0 for all h E E. 
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When f E E and A E /i, then h(t) := f(t) cos it, h E E; therefore, denoting 
L,,(t) := L,(x(t), z(t)) and so on for the others partial second derivatives, 
0 G ~m(L,(~) Yw . cos2 It -t 2L,,( t) f(t) cos It 
-[j(t)cosLt-IsinLt.j(t)] 
+ Li,(t) . [p(t) cos* ilt + I2 sin* It 
.f2(t)-2ncosnt.sin1t.f(t)P(t)]}. 
Now, taking h(t) := f(t) sin At, one has h E E and 
O<%R{L,,(t)f(t)sin21t+2L,,(t)f(t) 
.sin &[P(t) sin At + I cos At .f(t)] 
+ Lfk( t)[p( t) sin’ At + A2 cos* dr 
.f2(t) + 21 cos At .sin At .f(t) .J(t)]}. 
Adding these two inequalities, one gets 
0 G WL&) f*(t) +2J5,,(t) f(t) fw + L,*.(t) P(t) 
+ A2 .L,,(l) f*(t)}. 
This inequality is true for every Iz belonging to A. Since n cannot be 
bounded in R, by taking ,4* big enough, we obtain 
!m{L,,(x, a) -f’} 80 for all f E E. (1) 
By the Approximation theorem of Weierstrass-Bohr (cf. [5]), if E” := 
APO(R) when E= M’(R) and E” := QP’(w, R) when E = QP’(w, R), then 
E is dense in E” for the norm of uniform convergence and, since uniform 
convergence implies convergence in mean, we have 
‘xn{L,,(x, a)f*> 20 for all f E Ea. (2) 
The function u(t) := L,,(x(t), n(t)) is almost periodic because L,, is con- 
tinuous on R x R, in the same way, as the absolute value is continuous, (4 
is almost periodic. Furthermore (cf. [4] for a functional-analytic treat- 
ment), the Z-modules of frequencies of u and IuJ are included in this of x, 
therefore they are included in LI, so that U, (4 E Ea. 
Consider U+ := 1/2(u+ 1~1) and U- := 1/2([4 -u). As E” is a vector 
space, we have u +, U- E E”, therefore the closure cl(u-(R)) is a compact 
subset of R + . Since the function r H 
compact set, ZE E”. 
fi is uniformly continuous on this 
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As U=U+ -up, u- 30, the inequality (2) implies ‘%R{u+.~~}> 
W{U~ .f’} 20 whenfEE’. TakingJ.=fi we obtain 
!J.qu+ u-}=~~u+(~)‘}~~{u-(,/;;-,*} =rn{(u-,‘} 20. 
But U+ .u-- =O, so that YR{u+ .u-} =O, and therefore !JJI{(u~)‘} =0 with 
up GAP’(R). Consequently we get (cf. [5]) up =O, hence u = u+, i.e., 
~30, hence for all ?ER L&x(t), ,?(t))aO. 1 
D. CONVEX LAGRANGIANS 
Consider a classical problem of Calculus of Variations 
(PI 
i 
min j: L(x(t), a(t)) dt 
x E C;(R”), 
where L: R” x R” + R and C+(R”) is the space of continuously differen- 
tiable T-periodic functions from R into R”. When the lagrangian L is 
convex (P) is a particular case of the problems treated by Rockafellar (cf. 
[15]) and Gaines and Peterson (cf. [lo]). In the bibliography of [lo] we 
may find references on theoretical economic motivations of these problems. 
When, in addition, we suppose L to be Frechet-C’, then a necessary 
condition (here sufficient because convexity) of minimality is the 
Euler-Lagrange equation 
L,(x, “2) = -$ L,(x, 2). (@) 
The Fenchel transform of L with respect to the rate is the hamiltonian 
H: R” x R” + R u {co}, H(x, p) := supvc n” [p . u - L(x, u)]. It is well 
known that when L is convex, H is concave-convex, and is a saddle- 
function in Rockafellar’s terminology (cf. [ 141). According to Rockafellar 
(cf. [lS], see also [S]), we can formulate the hamiltonian inclusion 
k?,H(x, P) 
-P~d,Htx, P) 
($3) 
and when (x, p) solves (9) then x solves (6). 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that L E C’(R” x R”, R) and that L is convex. Then 
the set of almost periodic solutions of (a) is a convex set in AP’(R”). In 
particular, when x1 and x2 are periodic non-constant solutions of (6) with 
respective periods T, and T, such that (T, /T2) $ Q, then, f each 2 E 10, 1 [, 
409,134;2-5 
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the convex combination (1 - il)x, + ix, is a quasi-periodic non-periodic 
solution of (@). 
Proof Consider E:=AP’(R”), @: E-t R, Q(x) :=!JJl{L(x, i)}; as L is 
convex and Frechet-C’, @ is also convex and Frechet-Cr. For XE E the 
following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) Q(x) < D(y) when y E E 
(ii) Q’(x) = 0 
(iii) x is an almost periodic solution of ((5). 
The set of elements x E E that satisfy (i) is convex in E because @ is a 
convex functional, which permits us to conclude. 1 
Remark. When x1 9 x2 are periodic solutions of (E) with respective 
periods T, and T2, we have 
$1” Lb,(t), a,(t)) dt =k 1; &z(t), i,(t)) dt 
because the left hand side is @(x1), the right hand side is @(x2) and 
@(x1) = 0(x2) = inf G(E). 
THEOREM 4. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3, if x is either a periodic 
or an almost periodic solution of (6) then there exists a constant solution c of 
((5) such that c E W(x(R)). 
Proof: Let E := AP’(R”), since Q(x) = min Q(E), f(t) := L(x(t), i(t)) is 
an almost periodic function; consider the translations z, f(t) := f(t + r) = 
L(x(t + r), a(t + r)) = L(t,x(t), z,Z(t)). As the mean value is invariant by 
translations, we have ‘9X{ f } = Y.R{r, f } which implies G(x) = @(r,x). 
Therefore for all r E R: @(rrx) = min Q(E), or equivalently, z,x is an almost 
periodic solution of (6). By a theorem on the existence of a common fixed 
point for a family of mappings (cf. [ 17, p. 62, Theorem 8.121) as (x, a) E 
AP’(R” x R”), there exists a constant function (c, c’)ER” x R” such that 
(c, c’) E W{r,(x, 2)/r E R} in AP’(R” x R”) with respect to the norm of 
uniform convergence. So, there exists a sequence (uj, u~)~&, in AP’(R” x R”) 
such that 
and limj, m sup,,n II(uj, vi)(t)- (c, c’)ll =O, by a classical argument 
because the uniform convergences of uj, vi and vi = tij, one has cl = F = 0. 
So (c, 0) E AP’(R” x R”) and by Theorem 3, one has @(uj) = min @(E) and 
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as @ is continuous on AP’(R”) and c = lim,, ~ uI in AP’(R”), we obtain 
Q(c) = limi, m @(uj) = min Q(E). Therefore the constant function c solves 
(8). Finally as the uniform convergence implies the pointwise convergence, 
for a fixed PER, c=lim,,, uj(t) and uj(t)~x(R), we have c~m(x(R)) 
in R”. 1 
THEOREM 5. Consider LE C’(R” x R”, R) and its Fenchel’s transform 
with respect to the rate H(x, p) := supuS R” [p . u - L(x, u)]. One supposes 
that L is convex, 0 := int dom H is non-void, and H is Frechet-C2 on 0. On 
IQ we consider the hamiltonian system 
(IL) 
~~=ffJx, P) 
-S = H,(x, ~1. 
If (BP) possesses s non-constant periodic solutions with Z-linearly 
independant periods, then s 6 2n - 1. Therefore s > 2, we have a quasi- 
periodic non-periodic solution. 
Proof: If (xi, pi), for i= 1, 2, . . . . s, are T,-periodic non-constant 
solutions of (BO) such that o := ((2x/T,), . . . . (2n/T,)) is a list of Z-linearly 
independant numbers, then xi is a T,-periodic non-constant solution 
of ((%) and by Theorem 3, for A,, . . . . 1, E 10, 1[ such that C;=, li = 1, 
x := Cf=, &xi is a quasi-periodic solution of (@), moreover the module of 
frequencies of x, Mod(x), is clearly generated by o. Therefore the algebraic 
dimension of Mod(x) is s, and we have (x, 2) E QP’(o, R” x R”). 
Under our hypotheses the Fenchel transform coincides with the Legen- 
dre transform and, by a standard argument (cf., e.g., [ 1, p. 711)(x, p) is a 
solution of (Be), where p(t) := L,(x(t), a(t)). As L, is continuous, one 
can assert that p is an almost periodic function and that Mod(p) c 
Mod(x, ,?) = Mod(x). Consequently (x, p) is almost periodic and 
Mod(x, p) = Mod(x) + Mod(p) = Mod(x). 
As (x, p) is an almost periodic solution of the autonomous ordinary dif- 
ferential equation (go), the closure cl(x, p)(R) is an abelian compact group 
with a character group (i.e., dual group in the sense of Pontrjagin) is 
isomorphic to Mod(x, p) (cf. [4] f or a functional-analytic justification of 
these facts and for bibliographical references concerning classical 
topological justification). 
By the Duality theory of Pontrjagin (cf. [ 131) the topological dimension 
of cl(x, p)(R) is equal to the algebraic dimension of Mod(x, p) = Mod(x), 
so dim[cl(x, p)(R)] = s. 
As H(x(t), p(r))= e, a constant, for all ZE R, as (x, p) is non-constant 
and as cl(x, p)(R) is a minimal set for the hamiltonian flow, there does not 
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exist a constant solution with values in cl(x, p)(R), therefore for every 
z~cl(x, p)(R), one has H’(z) ~0. As H’ is continuous and as cl(x, p)(R) is 
compact, there exists a neighborhood V of cl(x, p)(R) in R” x R” such that 
H’(z) # 0 when z E V. 
By virtue of the submersion theorem, S := Vn H ~ ‘( {e} ) is a differen- 
tiable submanifold of R” x R” and S is (2n - 1 )-dimensional. 
Using local charts one easily verifies that the topological dimension in 
any point of S coincides with its dimension of the differentiable manifold. 
Therefore its topological dimension is 2n - 1. We have cl(x, p)(R) c S, 
hence (cf. [ 12, p. 261) dim cl(x, p)(R) <dim S, i.e., s < 2n - 1. 
The last assertion of the theorem is a straightforward consequence of 
Theorem 4. 1 
COROLLARY. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 5, if (8,) admits either 
an almost periodic or a periodic solution, then it possesses an equilibrium 
point on the energy level HP’({ -inf @(APi(R”) 
Proof If (x, p) is an almost periodic solution of (!&), then x solves ((5) 
and by Theorem 4, there exists a constant solution c of (a). Put d := 
L,(c, 0), then (c, d) is an equilibrium point of (sj,). By Fenchel’s formula 
(cf., e.g., [S, p.1121) one has L(c,O)+H(c, d)=d.O=O, so 
H(c, d) = tm{H(c, d)} =9.X{ -L(c, 0)} 
= -@(c, 0) = -inf @(API(R 1 
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